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Abstract 
Based on transformation optics (TO), this paper uses geometric divisions and linear coordinate transformations to 
design “shrinking-shifting - and reshaping”, and “amplifying-shifting - and reshaping” devices. The proposed 
devices can reshape the sizes and locations of the wrapped-objects inside the core-region. The shrinking-shifting 
device shrinks the larger object into a smaller one and shifts it to different location, whereas the shrinking-
reshaping device can generate a smaller-size image with different shape located at different location. In contrast to 
previously designed shrinking devices, the real object wrapped inside the proposed core-region and the 
transformed object contains the same material properties, and the location-shifting is another feature. Here, the 
shifting-region is located inside the physical-space boundaries to achieve the non-negative, homogeneous, and 
anisotropic material properties of the proposed device, which are easier for real implementations. Thus, we further 
verified this concept with the amplifying-shifting and -reshaping devices for visually transformation of smaller 
object into bigger one placed at different location and position. We also applied active scatterer to further validate 
the working functionality of proposed devices.  In addition, the proposed devices behave like the concentrator and 
(or) rotator effect in the absence of any scatterer. Our findings highlight the role of TO, suggesting directions for 
future research on bi-functional devices that will be useful for shrinking and amplifying devices, illusion optics, 
camouflage, and object protection etc. 
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1. Introduction 
Transformation Optics (TO) is considered as a powerful tool to establish the equivalence between constitutive 
parameter distribution and spatial transformation in order to control the electromagnetic (EM) field distribution 
[1–4]. In this regard, the mapping technique of transformation from virtual-space to physical-space using 
coordinate-transformation recipe is very important in achieving the constitutive parameters for the designing of 
optical devices, i.e., EM field, source transformation, multi-beams, field-concentrators and rotators, isotropic 
emissions, and invisibility cloaks [5–35] etc. Similarly, directive antennas have been introduced employing the 
TO to achieve high-directivity from the smaller-sized antenna [36–41]. Overall, the TO technique is useful in 
constructing the conceptual devices, whereas the hurdle of complex constitutive parameters can be minimized by 
achieving homogeneous-materials using linear coordinate transformation method [19, 39, 42]. 
The human’s perception of outer environment and world is due to the brain judgment based on the 
information of five-senses. Among these senses, visual-sense is important in making the best perception. Thus, the 
optical-illusion phenomena refer in which the visual-system perceives illusory-objects with different color, shape, 
orientation, and motion from the real object in real space. TO tool is helpful to design illusion devices that fool the 
viewer and (or) detector in order to make wrong judgment [42–52]. Such illusion devices transform the real object 
into the object chosen for illusion. Similarly, a bi-functional illusion device was investigated in which the device 
performance is dependent on the shifting region that exists outside of the physical space boundaries. In this regard, 
the actual object was limited to stay outside the device boundaries [52]. Up to now, various illusion devices have 
been designed for the different functionalities including multi-physical fields (acoustics, thermal-dynamics, and 
electrostatics [53–55]), imaging devices, superscatterers, illusion devices for passive and active scatterer, super 
absorbers, super resolution, overlapping illusion, shrinking devices, and amplifying devices [56–63] etc. 
To best of our knowledge, the first design of illusion device was superscatterers based on complementary 
medium to amplify the small object into bigger one [61]. However, this device contains double-negative material 
properties that make it difficult for practical implementation. To remove these flaw, other illusion devices made 
by positive materials came to exist [44,46,47]. On the other hand, shrinking device was investigated to make big 
object virtually appears as a small object but with different material properties [44]. Although, the negative 
material-property was successfully removed, but anisotropic and inhomogeneous properties remains a challenge 
for fabrication. In this regard, symmetric shrinking device was introduced to remove the anisotropic and 
inhomogeneous property [60]. Unlike shrinking device, an amplifying device has also been investigated to make a 
small object virtually appears like a bigger one [59].  Moreover, another homogeneous based illusion device has 
also been reported that exhibits both shifted and transformation effect simultaneously [57]. 
However, it can be noticed that the above-mentioned devices either possess inhomogeneous and 
anisotropic properties or compose of specific symmetric geometries that cause hurdle in the flexibility of device 
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designing. Similarly, previously designed shrinking and amplifying devices are single-tasking devices with lack of 
multiple functionalities to perform simultaneously [42–63]. It seems like in previous designs, the object’s 
shrinking and amplifying has been referred as simply changing the object’s size and materials etc. Meanwhile, 
sometimes we need object protection by virtually shift the actual location of object. Thus, a need still exists to 
design a bi-functional shrinking and amplifying devices for re-sizing, location- and- position shifting. 
 
 
Figure 1: The simple schematic example for four types of shrinking and amplifying devices. (a) Shrinking-shifting medium layer cause a 
big bird appears like a smaller bird placed at different location. (b) Shrinking-reshaping medium layer cause the big bird looks like 
simultaneously smaller and rotated bird placed at different location. (c) Amplifying-shifting medium layer cause a small bird appears like a 
bigger bird placed at different location. (d) Amplifying-reshaping medium layer cause a small bird looks like simultaneously bigger and 
rotated bird placed at different location. 
Here, we investigate the homogeneous bi-functional shrinking device that performs re-sizing and 
location-shifting properties that are independent on the shifting-distance between the shifting region and physical 
space. Firstly, by properly geometric divisions of the shifting-region and physical space, the shrinking-shifting 
device is investigated that behaves like a traditional-concentrator with the absence of any object [11]. It is worth 
mentioning that when either the active scatterer or passive scatterer is wrapped inside the core-region of proposed 
device, the wrapped-object behaves optically similar to a smaller-sized scatterer that is shifted at different location. 
In Fig. 1a, a simple schematic example of proposed shrinking device, in which a bird wrapped by a shrinking 
medium layer to make it appears like a smaller bird at different location. Most importantly, the proposed device 
contains positive materials that may open doors for designing devices in other physical fields, i.e., acoustics, 
thermodynamics, and electrostatics, etc. Secondly, a distinct mapping method used for traditional-rotator 
approach is employed to design a shrinking-reshaping device that gives impression that the scatterer is at different 
location with different position, can be seen in Fig. 1b. Similarly, the same distinct mapping method used for 
concentrator (Fig. 1a) and rotator (Fig. 1b) approach is employed to design amplify-shifting and amplify-
reshaping devices respectively, to pursue the proposed concept of making small object appear like bigger one. In 
Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d, are the simple schematic examples of proposed amplifying devices, in which a bird wrapped 
by an amplifying medium layer to make it appears like a bigger bird at different location and with different 
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position, respectively. The full wave finite element method (COMSOL) is used to demonstrate and validate the 
proposed concept. Hence, the simulation results are in good match with the expected behavior of proposed 
interesting phenomena. We remark that the proposed idea will find useful applications in protecting objects either 
by showing more strength or showing low strength from different location than its actual shape, strength and 
location.  
2. Materials and Methods 
To start with, a schematic diagram illustrating the prescription of the proposed resizing and reshaping device is 
given in Fig. 2. The regions inside the dashed lines are used for virtual space and after mapping, these regions are 
transformed into physical space. The aim of this mapping style is to shift the shifting region  ABCD to a new 
region  A B C D    , where the origin point of shifting-region is  0.25,0 , and the origin point of core-region is 
 0,0 . Hereafter, it is well known that the simplicity of the material parameters makes it easier for practical 
implementation.  
 
Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the proposed shrinking-shifting device. The concentrator-mapping style of the dashed line regions in 
virtual space, denoted as 1,2,3,4...8 , is accordingly mapped to 1,2 ,3 ,4 ...8     . Whereas, the shifting region at origin  0.25,0 is shifted 
towards the core region at origin  0,0 . 
To avoid the material complexity, we divide the shifting region of N regions into N triangular-shaped 
regions, in accordance with the physical space. In this regard, the virtual space of eight different regions is 
mapped to the same number of regions, but at different locations, to obtain the desired goal. The imaginary space 
of the total eight regions is donated by 1,2,3,4...8 . Firstly, the shifting region  ABCD  in the virtual space 
 , ,x y z is shifted towards  A B C D     in the physical space  , ,x y z   . After that, as an example, region 1 of 
EFA  and region 2 of FAB  in the virtual space  , ,x y z  are mapped into region EFA  labeled as 1 and 
FA B   labeled as 2 , in the physical space  , ,x y z   , respectively. Similarly, the other regions in imaginary 
space, denoted as 2,3,4...8 , are accordingly mapped into regions 2 ,3 ,4 ...8     to design the proposed device, 
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where 1    represent the material parameters of free space and shifting-region, while ,core core    shows the 
constitutive parameters of core-region. Thus, the whole transformation procedure is fully devoted to obtain bi-
functional effects of both shrinking and position shifting. Meanwhile, the constitutive parameters of each region 
can be found with the help of the following equations [19]: 
0
0
det
det
T
T
J J
J
J J
J




 
 
                                                                                          (1) 
where J is the Jacobian tensor, and for the triangular shape only in 2D transformation, the Jacobian matrix 
can be found as [19]: 
1
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1
0 0
0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
x x x x x x x x
J y y y y y y y y

         
          
   
      
                                                         (2) 
In the following, a full wave simulation of the finite element method (COMSOL) is employed in a two-
dimensional scenario to validate the effectiveness and correctness of the proposed bi-functional devices. 
3. Results and Discussions  
In this paper, we claim that the mapping style determines the properties of the proposed device, in which, the 
device behaves as a shrinking-shifting device. It is worth noting that for shrinking-effect, the size of the shifting-
region [ ( )ABCD ] is smaller than the core-region in the physical space [ ( )A B C D    ].The proposed device is 
applicable to both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) mode. Here, as an example, the TE mode 
is adopted at the frequency of 1 GHz. 
3.1. Shrinking and Shifting 
To make the design methodology easy to understand, the coordinate values of each point for both imaginary and 
physical space in SI units are given as following: ( 0.4,0.4)E  , (0.4,0.4)F , (0.4, 0.4)G  , ( 0.4, 0.4)H   , 
( 0.325,0.075)A  , ( 0.175,0.075)B  ( 0.175, 0.075)C   , ( 0.325, 0.075)D   , ( 0.15,0.15)A  , (0.15,0.15)B , 
(0.15, 0.15)C  , and ( 0.15, 0.15)D   . When region 1 and region 2 are mapped into region 1  and region 2 , 
respectively (Fig. 2), the coordinate parameters of each point for each region are already known. Thus, by taking 
advantage of Eqs. (1–2), the material parameters will become: 
1 1
1.6769 0.5385 0
0.5385 0.7692 0
0 0 1.3
 
 
   
 
  
, and 
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2 2
7.5846 1.3846 0
1.3846 0.3846 0
0 0 0.65
 
 
   
 
  
. The same method is applied to find the constitutive parameters of the 
remaining regions, such as: 
3 3
0.4348 0.1304 0
0.1304 2.3391 0
0 0 2.3
 
 
   
 
  
, 
4 4
0.2174 0.3478 0
0.3478 5.1565 0
0 0 1.15
 
 
  
 
  
, 
5 5
7.5846 1.3846 0
1.3846 0.3846 0
0 0 0.65
 
 
  
 
  
, 
6 6
1.6769 0.5385 0
0.5385 0.7692 0
0 0 1.3
 
 
  
 
  
, 
7 7
1.6667 2.6667 0
2.6667 4.8667 0
0 0 0.15
 
 
   
 
  
, 
and 
8 8
3.3333 1 0
1 0.6 0
0 0 0.3
 
 
  
 
  
. In addition, as described earlier, the shifting-region ( )ABCD  is shifted 
towards ( )A B C D    in physical space and for simplicity; we further divide the shifting region into two triangles to 
fulfill the criteria of equation (2). Hence, the material properties of this core region will become: 0.25core  , 
1core  . 
 
 
Figure 3: Simulation results of both passive and active scatterer under shrinking-shifting device to achieve shrinking and location shifting. 
(a)The z-directed electric-field’s scattering behavior of big-sized dielectric object of 5  and is 1  is placed in the core-region of the 
proposed device that is optically equivalent to a smaller-sized object in a different position, as shown in (b). (c) 
zE  distributions of a big-
sized linear source with electric-field intensity of 1V  under the proposed device is manipulated to achieve shrinking and location shifting. 
This gives the impression of the smaller-sized source’s existence in a different position (d) 
The specific aim of this paper is still questioned to determine whether it is possible to provide a strategic 
tool in favor of a shrinking for any type of scatterer. In this context, examples of different types of scatterer are 
considered in the following. In the first case, a passive scatterer is manipulated to achieve the required field 
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pattern of a larger object to give the impression that the object is smaller in size and placed at a different position. 
Similarly, in the second example, shrinking and shifting of the active scatterer is achieved by manipulating the 
radiation pattern of the antenna. Thus, in the presence of any scatterers wrapped inside the core region, the 
proposed device (in Fig. 2) will behave like a bi-functional shrinking device. Most importantly, the proposed 
scheme is independent of anti-mirror object [10]. 
For detailed discussion, Fig. 3 describes the electric-field ( zE ) distribution when the scatterer is kept in 
the core region which is generating waves inside the core region.  Fig. 3a expresses an object of size A B C D   
having characteristics of 5  and 1   is wrapped in the proposed device of Fig. 2 and interacts with the plane 
waves. Thus, the detector can detect that the field pattern has been modified in such a design which is optically 
equivalent to Fig. 3b. Whereas, the object size A B C D     (in Fig. 3a) is comparatively bigger than ABCD (in Fig. 
3b) and the location is also different. Similarly, the verification of the proposed design is further implemented on 
active scatterer with the electric-field having intensity of 1V . Figs. 3c–d. represents the simulation results where 
the radiation patterns of the line source in Fig. 3c is placed at ( 0.15,0),(0.15,0)  to achieve shrinking and position 
shifting by the proposed device. This is optically equivalent to Fig. 3d in which the source position is at
( 0.325,0),( 0.175,0)  . 
3.2. Shrinking, Reshaping and Shifting 
As discussed above, the shrinking and position-shifting effect of the proposed device is effective when the 
concentrator-mapping style [11] is employed among shifting-region and core-region. Now, the question arises that 
what happens to the shrinking feature when mapping-style is changed to rotational-mapping between shifting-
region and core-region?   
 
 
Figure 4: The schematic diagram of the proposed shrinking-reshaping device. The design methodology is similar to that in Fig. 2 except the 
mapping style. The mapping of the dashed line regions in virtual space denoted as 1,2,3,4...8 are accordingly mapped to 1,2 ,3 ,4 ...8     . 
To answer this question, the idea presented in Fig. 2 is further extended as that we can manipulate the 
field patterns in such a way causing object’s shape position and location shifting. A schematic diagram of the 
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shrinking- reshaping and- shifting device has been demonstrated in Fig. 4, in which a shifting-region in virtual 
space is presented by dashed lines. Therefore, the virtual space is transformed into the physical space after 
recalling Fig. 2. The coordinate values of  each point for both the imaginary and physical space in SI units are 
given as the following: (0.15,0.15)A , (0.15, 0.15)B  , ( 0.15, 0.15)C   , and ( 0.15,0.15)D  , while the 
remaining coordinate values of other points are similar, as described in Fig. 2. Similarly, the material parameters 
of the physical space can be calculated using Eqs. 1–2, thus, the material parameters will become: 
1 1
4.0769 1.4615 0
1.4615 0.7692 0
0 0 1.3
 
 
   
 
  
, 
2 2
0.3846 2.6154 0
2.6154 20.3846 0
0 0 0.65
 
 
  
 
  
, 
3 3
0.4348 0.3913 0
0.3913 2.6522 0
0 0 2.3
 
 
  
 
  
, 
4 4
9.6087 1.0435 0
1.0435 0.2174 0
0 0 1.15
 
 
   
 
  
, 
5 5
1.3077 0.0769 0
0.0769 0.7692 0
0 0 1.3
 
 
  
 
  
, 
6 6
0.3846 1.0769 0
1.0769 5.6154 0
0 0 0.65
 
 
  
 
  
, 
7 7
3.3333 3 0
3 3 0
0 0 0.3
 
 
  
 
  
, and 
8 8
39 8 0
8 1.6667 0
0 0 0.15
 
 
   
 
  
. In addition, as described earlier, the shifting 
region ( )ABCD is shifted towards ( )A B C D     in the physical space, and the material properties of this core region 
will become: 0.25core  , 1core  .  
 
Figure 5: Simulation results of both passive and active scatterer under shrinking-reshaping device to achieve shrinking, reshaping and 
location shifting. (a) The z-directed electric-field’s scattering behavior of big-sized dielectric object of 5  and is 1  is placed in the 
core region of the proposed device that is optically equivalent to a smaller-sized object in a different position and location, as shown in (b). 
(c) 
zE  distribution of a big-sized line source with electric-field intensity of 1V  under the proposed device is manipulated to achieve 
shrinking and location shifting. This gives the impression of the smaller-sized source’s existence in a different position and location (d) 
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Here, we want to shrink-shift and reshape the field pattern of object (size of A B C   ) in Fig. 5a. The 
viewer can observe the modified field pattern that is optically equivalent to the object of size ABC (Fig. 5b). 
Whereas, the shape and size of object ABC is smaller than A B C   and the location of object is also different. A 
line source in Fig. 5c is located at coordinates A C   in the proposed device which changes the location while the 
field pattern and location (in Fig. 5c) is optically same as that of Fig. 5d. However, the coordinates’ values of the 
located source in Fig. 5d are AC . These results provide more authenticity to justify the proposed concept of the 
shrinking-shifting and reshaping. 
3.3. Amplifying and Shifting 
All the positive results for the above-described sections represent that we can shrink-shift and reshaping of the 
scatterer, simultaneously. In some scenarios, we require amplification to virtually appear the smaller size object 
into bigger one. In this regard, we present a different rotational-mapping approach to design an amplifying-
shifting device. In this regard, the mapping methodology is demonstrated in Fig. 6.  
 
Figure 6: The schematic diagram of the proposed amplify-shifting device. The mapping methodology is similar to that in Fig. 2. Here, the 
origin of shifting region is (0,0)  and the origin of core-region is ( 0.25,0) . The mapping of the dashed line regions in virtual space 
denoted as 1,2,3,4...8 are accordingly mapped to 1,2 ,3 ,4 ...8     . 
There is no doubt that the all the mapping style and coordinate values of each point is similar to that of 
Fig. 2, except the different origin points of both shifting-region ( )ABCD  and core-region ( )A B C D    in the 
physical space. Here, the origin point of shifting-region is (0,0) , and ( 0.25,0) is the origin of core-region. The 
coordinate values for both core-region and shifting-region in SI units are given as following: ( 0.325,0.075)A  , 
( 0.175,0.075)B  ( 0.175, 0.075)C   , ( 0.325, 0.075)D   , ( 0.15,0.15)A  , (0.15,0.15)B , (0.15, 0.15)C  , and 
( 0.15, 0.15)D   . In addition, the material parameters can be calculated by recalling Fig. 2, which will become:  
1 1
1.1462 0.7 0
0.7 1.3 0
0 0 0.7692
 
 
  
 
  
, 
2 2
5.3692 3.6 0
3.6 2.6 0
0 0 1.5385
 
 
  
 
  
, 
3 3
2.3 0.3 0
0.3 0.4739 0
0 0 0.4348
 
 
  
 
  
,  
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4 4
4.6 1.6 0
1.6 0.7739 0
0 0 0.8696
 
 
   
 
  
, 
5 5
2.0692 1.3 0
1.3 1.3 0
0 0 0.7692
 
 
   
 
  
, 
6 6
0.4462 0.4 0
0.4 2.6 0
0 0 1.5385
 
 
   
 
  
,  
7 7
0.6 1.6 0
1.6 5.9333 0
0 0 6.6667
 
 
  
 
  
, and 
8 8
0.3 0.3 0
0.3 3.6333 0
0 0 3.3333
 
 
   
 
  
. Similarly, after recalling Fig. 2, the 
material properties of this core region will become: 4, 1core core   . 
 
Figure 7: Simulation results of both passive and active scatterer under amplify-shifting device to achieve amplifying and location shifting. 
(a) The z-directed electric-field’s scattering behavior of small-sized dielectric object of 5  and is 1  is placed in the core region of the 
proposed device that is optically equivalent to a bigger object at different location (b). (c) 
zE  distribution of small-sized linear source with 
electric-field intensity of 1V  under the proposed device gives impression of the bigger source’s existence at different location (d). 
The electric-field ( zE ) distribution can be seen in Fig. 7a, in which the object of size A B C D     having 
properties of 5  and 1   is placed inside the core-region of proposed device. Hence, the amplification-
shifting has been done as the object size A B C D     in Fig. 7a is smaller, and amplified to bigger object ABCD
with location-shifting (Fig. 7b). Moreover, the material characteristics of ABCD  are 5   and 1  . 
Furthermore, we implement for an active scatterer having electric field intensity of 1V . In this situation, line 
source is placed at ( 0.325,0),( 0.175,0)   (Fig. 7c) and its radiation pattern is adjusted in such a way that it can 
achieve increasing size with location-shifting by surrounding it with the proposed device. This is optically same as 
in Fig. 7d, in which source located at ( 0.15,0),(0.15,0) .  
3.4. Amplifying, Shifting and Reshaping 
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From Section 3.3, it has been concluded that the amplifying and location-shifting effect of the proposed 
device is effective using concentrator-mapping style [11]. Now the question is, if we adopt the 
rotational-mapping between shifting region and core region, then what will happen? 
 
Figure 8: The schematic diagram of the proposed amplify-reshaping device. The mapping methodology is similar to that of Fig. 4 with the 
coordinate values of Fig. 6.  
To answer this question, the idea presented in Fig. 6 is further extended as that we can manipulate the 
field patterns in such a way causing amplify-shifting and object rotation. A schematic diagram of the amplify-
shifting and reshaping device has been demonstrated in Fig. 8, in which a rotation and amplification mapping 
style in the virtual space is shown by dashed lines, next to the physical space. The virtual space after mapping is 
transformed into the physical space after recalling Fig. 4. The coordinate values of  each point for both the 
imaginary and physical space in SI units are given as the following: ( 0.175,0.075)A  , ( 0.175, 0.075)B   , 
( 0.325, 0.075)C   , and ( 0.325,0.075)D  , while the remaining coordinate values of other points are similar, as 
described in Fig. 6. Similarly, the material parameters of the physical space can be calculated using Eqs. 1–2, thus, 
the material parameters will become: 
1 1
0.7769 0.1 0
0.1 1.3 0
0 0 0.7692
 
 
  
 
  
, 
2 2
4.6 4.8 0
4.8 5.2261 0
0 0 0.8696
 
 
  
 
  
, 
3 3
2.3 0.9 0
0.9 0.7870 0
0 0 0.4348
 
 
  
 
  
, 
4 4
18.1692 6.8 0
6.8 2.6 0
0 0 1.5385
 
 
   
 
  
, 
5 5
3.5462 1.9 0
1.9 1.3 0
0 0 0.7692
 
 
   
 
  
, 
6 6
0.6 4.8 0
4.8 40.0667 0
0 0 6.6667
 
 
  
 
  
, 
7 7
0.3 0.9 0
0.9 6.0333 0
0 0 3.3333
 
 
  
 
  
, and 
8 8
3.4 2.8 0
2.8 2.6 0
0 0 1.5385
 
 
   
 
  
. 
Similarly, after recalling Fig. 4, the material properties of this core region will become: 4, 1core core   . 
In Fig. 9a, we intend to amplify and reshape the field pattern of abject size A B C   , so that the observer 
can see the field pattern optically equivalent to Fig. 9b with the object size ABC . Whereas, the size of object 
ABC  is observed as bigger than A B C   , also with different shape and location. Similarly, a line source 
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of coordinates A C   is placed inside the proposed device (Fig. 9c), which behaves like Fig. 9d. However, 
AC are the coordinate values of the located source (Fig. 9d).  
 
Figure 9: Simulation results of both passive and active scatterer under amplifying-shifting and reshaping device to achieve amplification, 
reshaping and location shifting. (a)The z-directed electric-field’s scattering behavior of small-sized dielectric object of 5  and is 1  is 
placed in the core region of the proposed device that is optically equivalent to bigger object at different location with different shape (b). (c) 
zE  distributions of small-sized linear source with electric-field intensity of 1V  under the proposed device is manipulated that gives the 
impression of bigger source’s existence with different position and location (d). 
Four different examples are discussed in this paper in which the shifting region has been smoothly moved 
from and to core-region, and different mapping styles have been applied. It is observed that the constitutive 
parameters of proposed devices are positive, homogeneous and anisotropic values. 
4. Conclusion 
A bi-functional shrinking device has been proposed and constructed based on a linear coordinate transformation 
method that exhibits resizing and position-shifting features depending on the concentrator-mapping style between 
the shifting-region and core-region. Four different examples are presented, constitutive parameters are prescribed, 
and the simulation results validate the correctness of the proposed designs. The relative position of the shifting-
region and core-region, and its effect on the resizing and shifting performances are discussed. When the shifting 
region moves from the origin (0,0)  in the specific concentrator-mapping style, the device behaves as shrinking-
shifting device. When the mapping style is rotational, the proposed device will act as a shrinking-reshaping 
device. Similarly, when the shifting region moves to the origin (0,0)  in the specific concentrator approach and 
rotational way, the device will act as amplifying-shifting and amplifying-reshaping, respectively. The proposed 
devices possess positive, homogeneous and anisotropic values materials. We are confident that the proposed 
concept will open avenues for potential applications in existing shrinking, amplifying, and cloaking technologies. 
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